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Although personal and group recommendation systems have been quickly developed recently, challenges and limitations still
exist. In particular, users constantly explore new items and change their preferences throughout time, which causes difficulties in
building accurate user profiles and providing precise recommendation outcomes. In this context, this study addresses the time
awareness of the user preferences and proposes a hybrid recommendation approach for both individual and group recom-
mendations to better meet the user preference changes and thus improve the recommendation performance. +e experimental
results show that the proposed approach outperforms several baseline algorithms in terms of precision, recall, novelty, and
diversity, in both personal and group recommendations. Moreover, it is clear that the recommendation performance can be
largely improved by capturing the user preference changes in the study. +ese findings are beneficial for increasing the un-
derstanding of the user dynamic preference changes in building more precise user profiles and expanding the knowledge of
developing more effective and efficient recommendation systems.

1. Introduction

+e fast proliferation of online information increases the
users’ difficulties in finding target information, services, and
products on the Internet. Recommendation systems act as a
filtering service to fight against the information overload [1],
with the clear purpose of identifying precise positioning of
the information targets, as well as offering efficient resource
utilization [2]. +eir main functionality is to provide the
users with recommendations that are more in line with the
user personal preferences [3]. Moreover, recommendation
systems can also increase business revenue [4], improve
business efficiency [5], and strengthen the users’ loyalty
toward business [6]. Currently, recommendation systems
have been widely used in a variety of application domains,
such as entertainment, commerce, and social networks, and
many popular web platforms, including YouTube, Amazon,
Spotify, and Facebook, largely leverage recommendation
systems and technologies in their business to increase

business profits and effectiveness [4], and promote the user
satisfaction [7] and loyalty [8].

Recommendation systems are increasingly drawing the
attention of the practitioners and the academics. Evidence
from prior research shows that in addition to relevance,
novelty and diversity are also important factors that need to
be addressed in assessing recommendation systems [9].
Indeed, novel and diverse recommendations could not only
help the users find relevant information and services but also
support the users in discovering new items [10]. Further-
more, the novelty and the diversity of the recommendation
systems can cover the shortages of the recommendation
systems. For example, the problem of long-tail items (e.g.,
less popular and newly added items) can be effectively
addressed by diverse (e.g., with variant and wide-ranging
features) recommendations [11]. Moreover, the influence of
repeated recommended items on user satisfaction and
business sales can be alleviated by considering the novelty of
recommendations [12, 13]. +erefore, it is important to
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focus on relevance, novelty, and diversity in recommen-
dation systems.

Recommendation systems can be generally categorized
into personal recommendation systems and group recom-
mendation systems according to their target range and the
quantity of users [14]. Personal recommendation systems
aim to provide a single user with relevant product or service
recommendations, while group recommendation systems
recommend items for a group of users [15]. +e major
differences between these two categories can be highlighted
in terms of system design, user interaction, and business
purposes. Regarding system design, personal recommen-
dation systems usually use collaborative filtering and con-
tent-based methods to provide single users with information
to aid them in information seeking [16], whereas group
recommendation systems normally utilize aggregation
techniques to offer recommendations for the groups of users
[17]. For user interaction, personal recommendation sys-
tems involve explicit and implicit user-item interactions
where each user interacts with items separately, whereas
group recommendation systems involve interactions be-
tween groups of users and items where each user is rep-
resented as a part of a group. For business purposes, personal
recommendation systems are mainly dedicated to support
and fulfill the individual user’s goals, thereby increasing the
profit, satisfaction, and loyalty of the individual users. At the
same time, group recommendations are normally trying to
assist and accomplish the group’s goals to increase the profit,
satisfaction, and loyalty of the groups of users.

Although both personal and group recommendations
have been quickly developed, challenges such as dynamic
user preference changes, precise user profile establishment,
data sparsity and recommendation diversity still exist. In
particular, the issue of user preference changes over time has
become one of the most challenging tasks because it can
cause difficulties in building accurate user profiles within
recommendation systems and has a considerable impact on
recommendation performance. More importantly, user
preference changes are complex and are usually grouped
into long-term and short-term preferences [18, 19]. Long-
term preferences can be more stable and change slowly over
a certain period. Short-term preferences can be quickly
influenced by user instant demands and recent interests.
+erefore, to better understand the changes in the user
preferences over time, build more accurate user profiles and
improve the recommendation performance. Also, the time
awareness of the user preferences for individual and group
recommendations needs to be explored further.

Some studies examine the user preference changes (e.g.,
[20, 21]) and explain the role of long-term and short-term
preferences in recommendations (e.g., [22, 23]), but there is
a limited focus on the user preference dynamics. It can be
argued that without drawing enough attention to the user
preferences dynamics, the recommendation performance
could be limited or dropped as recommendations that have
been relevant in the past might not meet users’ preferences at
present because the users have changed their preferences
[24, 25]. Even those rare studies that investigate dynamics in
the user preferences (e.g., [26]) do not offer a systematic

understanding of the user preferences changing and lack the
analysis of relevant effects on recommendations. More
importantly, there is no study that particularly addresses
time awareness in the recommendations for both individuals
and groups of users. It may be arguable that this lack of
understanding may hinder the development of effective and
efficient recommendation systems. Hence, this study pri-
marily investigates the user preference changes over time to
fulfill its promise. More specifically, the following research
questions are investigated: (1)What are the effects of the user
preference changes on the individual user and the group
recommendations? (2) How do user groups affect the pre-
cision, recall, novelty, and diversity of group recommen-
dations? To carry out the research, an experimental study is
conducted by proposing a time-aware hybrid approach to
generate recommendations for individuals and groups of
users. +e proposed approach consists of collaborative fil-
tering, a content-based method, and the method that ag-
gregates personal recommendations in this study.
Collaborative filtering is employed for candidate item se-
lection. +e content-based method is used for building the
user profiles as well as providing top personal recommen-
dations. +e aggregation method for personal recommen-
dations is used for group recommendations.

+is study contributes to the recommendation systems’
research by developing a time-aware hybrid recommenda-
tion approach for both individual and group users in which
the user preferences change over time and are importantly
addressed to improve the recommendation performance.
+is approach will help developers increase their under-
standing of capturing the user dynamic preference changes
in building more precise user profiles as well as strength-
ening the knowledge of the user profile modeling for per-
sonal and group recommendations. Our study can also help
scholars focus on multiple metrics, including precision,
recall, novelty, and diversity, to evaluate the recommen-
dations’ outcomes, providing deeper insights into measuring
the efficiency of the recommendation systems.

+e rest of this paper is organized as follows. +e section
of related work describes a variety of approaches for personal
and group recommendation, and the importance of the user
preference change is addressed. In the researchmethodology
section, we introduce a time-aware hybrid recommendation
approach used in this study. +e section of experimental
study identifies evaluation metrics and describes the design
of personal and group recommendations. +en, the detailed
experimental results are described and discussed in the
results and discussion section. Finally, our conclusions,
implications, limitations, and future work are described in
the conclusion section.

2. Related Work

2.1. Personal Recommendations. Personal recommendation
systems aim to provide a single user with relevant product or
service recommendations. +ey support individual users in
the decision-making process, and help to achieve users’ goals
and fulfill their needs. A variety of recommendation tech-
niques have been used for developing personal
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recommendation systems, such as collaborative filtering,
content-based filtering, and knowledge-based and demo-
graphic recommendation systems. However, most of these
techniques have challenges and limitations, including cold-
start [27], data sparsity [28], and limited content analysis
[29] problems. To overcome these problems and limitations,
hybrid recommendation systems are popularly used. In
recent years, hybrid recommendation systems that combine
two or more recommendation techniques have mainly been
used for personal recommendations. More importantly,
hybrid personal recommendation systems could be further
improved by exploring additional information, such as user-
generated content and supplementary user information and
context item information.

User-generated content, such as user reviews, item de-
scription tags, and ranking, can help recommendation
systems better understand the user preferences and improve
the recommendation performance. For example, Wang et al.
[30] developed a hybrid collaborative filtering method that
combines preliminary recommendations with the sentiment
analysis of the user reviews to increase the accuracy of
recommendations. Likewise, Qian et al. [31] proposed an
emotion-aware recommendation system based on the hy-
brid information fusion. +e results show that there is a
significant improvement in the recommendation perfor-
mance by using more user-generated information.

Furthermore, the performance of the hybrid personal
recommendation systems can be promoted by acquiring
supplementary user information and contextual item in-
formation [32–34]. +e common techniques that are used
for acquiring this information include ontology and deep
learning. Tarus et al. [32] used a hybrid recommendation
approach that consists of ontology and sequential pattern
mining techniques. +e ontology is used to depict the
knowledge about user interests and item features, which can
help their proposed approach to alleviate the cold-start and
data sparsity problems. Likewise, sequential pattern mining
is used for identifying the user historical sequential learning
patterns to increase the recommendation performance and
improve the accuracy of predictions. Similarly, Kermany and
Alizadeh [33] carried out an ontology-based study, devel-
oping a hybrid recommendation system that employs fuzzy
multicriteria collaborative filtering and item-based onto-
logical semantic filtering approaches. +is study addresses
users’ demographic information as external information
sources to improve the performance of the recommendation
system. In addition, Kim et al. [34] conducted a study that
uses the convolutional neural network with probabilistic
matrix factorization to capture the contextual information of
the items. +e findings confirm the effectiveness of using
convolutional neural networks in capturing contextual in-
formation from item descriptions, showing the higher
quality of recommendations.

2.2. Group Recommendations. A group recommendation
system is another popular recommendation system that
focuses on recommendations to the groups of users. To
provide more precise group recommendations, the user

model aggregations are important approaches that integrate
the individual user preference profiles as the group profile to
generate relevant recommendations [17, 35]. +ese ap-
proaches, such as the average aggregations and least misery
aggregations, primarily focus on user profiles, leveraging
user individual preferences to group preferences to generate
group recommendations. However, simple user model ag-
gregation methods for group recommendations could lead
to lower performance because the users could have con-
tradictory preferences and the number of users in a group
could be large. To cope with contradictive preferences
among users in a group, Guo et al. [36] developed a group
recommendation approach in which the group recom-
mendations process is transformed into a multicriteria
decision-making process (MCDM). +is method can better
address the contradicting preferences in the group and al-
leviate the cold-start problem in the group recommendation.
+e concurrent work of Guo et al. [37] has also considered a
similar approach based on the user model aggregations.
More specifically, the authors explored the heterogeneity
among users’ preferences and aggregated the predicted
preference relations into the group profile by utilizing the
Borda voting rule. +e results prove that utilizing preference
relations optimizes group profile modeling and improves the
efficiency of the recommendations. In addition, to address a
large number of users in a group, Seo et al. [35] introduced a
user model aggregation method that takes into account
deviations for group recommendations to improve the
recommendation performance even in cases with a large
number of users in a group. Overall, model aggregation
approaches show their efficiency in recommendations for
the users with contradictive preferences and large groups of
users. However, the main problem of model aggregation
methods lies in the difficulty of integrating them into hybrid
recommendation systems, which could limit their perfor-
mance in group recommendations.

Another approach, which is importantly used for group
recommendations, is the aggregation of personal recom-
mendations [38]. +is approach primarily generates rec-
ommendations to each user of a group and then converts
generated personal recommendations into group recom-
mendations. For example, Villavicencio et al. [39] used the
multilateral Monotonic Concession Protocol (MCP) to
combine individual recommendations provided for each
user in a group into group recommendations. +e authors
proposed an extension of a multiagent approach based on a
negotiation technique that improves the quality of the group
recommendations. More importantly, the personal recom-
mendation aggregation approaches can be better integrated
into hybrid recommendation systems to achieve desirable
recommendation outcomes. For example, Kassak et al. [40]
combined collaborative and content-based methods and
converted the recommendations for individual users into
group recommendations by utilizing the conjunctive ag-
gregation function. By doing so, it can better address group
conflict preferences and improve the quality of group rec-
ommendations. Similarly, Pessemier et al. [41] presented a
hybrid recommendation system that combines individual
recommendations into group recommendations using a
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two-step aggregation method. In the first step, the average
without misery (AvgWM) method is used to generate a list
of group recommendations. +e concept of average without
misery method is to find the optimal decision for the group
without offending any participant with this decision In the
second step, the users give feedback to the generated list and
select their final favorite recommendations.

2.3. User Preferences Changes. +e users change their
preferences as time passes [20]. Rafailidis and Nanopoulos
[42] pointed out that changes in the user preferences can
vary at different rates. +ese changes have direct effects on
the precision, novelty, and diversity of the recommendations
[43, 44]. +erefore, the user preference changes need to be
fully recognized to ensure the effectiveness of recommen-
dations. Generally, the user preferences can be divided into
long-term preferences and short-term preferences
[18, 19, 22, 23]. +e former characterizes the user general
interests that are relatively stable or that change slowly over
time, whereas the latter usually refers to the user temporal
interests, and they can be easily influenced by a variety of
factors, such as user instant demands, recent interests, and
global mainstream trends in a short period of time [18].

Recently, the user long-term and short-term preferences
have drawn attention from research to obtain more precise
and accurate user preference profiles and improve the
recommendation performance [18, 22, 23, 45]. For example,
Tan and Liu [22] incorporated an attention mechanism into
a recurrent neural network to capture the user preference
changes and model the user long-term and short-term
preferences. Similarly, Hu et al. [23] focused on user short-
term preferences and developed a graph neural recom-
mendation model that incorporates user recent activities
with the attention mechanism on recurrent neural networks
to explore the user short-term preferences. Furthermore, Yu
et al. [18] extended the traditional recurrent neural network
structure by addressing time-aware and content-aware
controllers that integrate both short-term and long-term
user preferences and achieve superior performance in terms
of the AUC and the F1-score measures. Furthermore, Liu
et al. [45] developed a hybrid attention mechanism of re-
current neural networks to capture users’ long-term pref-
erences and reinforce short-term preferences. More
precisely, the authors combine the item description and
visual information that makes the recommendations more
apparent and interpretable and accomplish better recall and
NDCG measures. Overall, recent studies have proven that
distinguishing user long-term and short-term preferences
could lead to more precise user profiling and achieve better
recommendation performance. However, it is vital to note
that the users tend to change their preferences over time. For
this point, the user long-term and short-term preference
profiles could have limitations if user preference changes
over time are not sufficiently considered.

A number of studies (e.g., [20, 21, 26]) have explored
users’ preference changes over time to improve the user
profiling and recommendation system performance. For
example, Inuzuka et al. [21] investigated the user changes in

preferences based on the user interaction with the recom-
mendation systems, indicating that a better approach to
address the user preference changes could largely improve
recommendation system performance. Similarly, Rafailidis
[20] focused on the pairwise correlations between the latest
preferences and former preferences to better capture users’
changing preferences. Lin and Chen [26] addressed user
preference changes over time by separating the differenti-
ation of the recent and the early user and item data. +is
study proposes a probabilistic collaborative filtering model
based on the hidden Markov models (HMMs) that can
obtain changes in item properties and capture the changes in
the states of user preferences. According to the evidence
from the previous studies, the user preference change is the
critical part of forming a user profile, which must be better
understood. It can be argued that without sufficient atten-
tion to an awareness of the user preference changes, the
recommendation systems may still face challenges in pro-
viding the users with the recommendation outcomes that are
more in line with the user personal needs. +us, it is im-
portant to consider time awareness in the recommendation
systems.

3. Research Methodology

+is study will focus on providing precise, novel, and di-
verse top recommendations for individuals and groups of
users in a business recommendation domain (e.g., res-
taurants, local services, hotels and entertainment facilities
recommendations). To conduct the study, a time-aware
hybrid recommendation approach is proposed. +e pro-
posed approach includes five components. First, neural
collaborative filtering is used to select candidate items for
further top personal and group recommendations. To in-
crease the accuracy of the candidate items, users’ infor-
mation is exceeded by including users’ gender and location,
such as a city or state. Second, users’ long-term preference
profiles based on users’ interaction history with items and
items’ categories are obtained. +e decay function is ap-
plied for feature weight adjustment. +ird, users’ short-
term preference profiles that reflect users’ most recent
preferences are obtained based on items’ features extracted
from users’ reviews. Finally, top personal recommenda-
tions for the individual users are provided based on selected
candidate items considering users’ long-term and short-
term preference profiles. Top group recommendations for
the different groups of users are provided by aggregating
the top personal recommendations.

3.1. Candidate Items Selection. Collaborative filtering is used
to select accurate candidate items for personal recommen-
dations. Specifically, neural collaborative filtering proposed
by He et al. [46] has been improved by incorporating users’
supplementary information, including users’ gender and
location, to select more precise candidate items because
users with similar demographic (e.g., gender and geographic
location) features tend to have similar preferences [2].
+erefore, users’ gender and location are obtained in the
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user gender prediction and the user location precision
modules.

+e user gender prediction module takes users’ first
names as an input and predicts the users’ gender. A long
short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network is
used in the user gender prediction module. +e ability to
learn long-term dependencies makes LSTM advantageous
for predicting the different sequences, such as text sequences
or letter sequences. +e LSTM neural network consists of
repeating modules. Every repeating module includes the
forget layer, the input layer, and the output layer.

In the forget layer, equation (1), the sigmoid function
decides what information should be discarded from the cell.
+e output is the value between 0 and 1 for every number in
the cell:

ft � σ Wf · ht−1, xt  + bf , (1)

where σ is the sigmoid nonlinearity, W is the weight pa-
rameter, h and x characterize the hidden output vector and
the input feature vector, respectively, and b is the corre-
sponding bias.

+e input layer determines what information should be
kept in the cell. It has two parts. In the first part, equation (2),
a sigmoid function determines which values should be
updated. In the second part, equation (3), a tanh function
establishes a vector of new candidate values, Ct:

it � σ Wi · ht−1, xt  + bi( , (2)

Ct � tanh WC · ht−1, xt  + bC( . (3)

+e previous cell state is updated into the new cell state.
+e old state is multiplied by the output from the forget layer
in equation (4), and new candidate values are added:

Ct � ft ∗Ct−1 + it ∗ Ct. (4)

+e output layer determines the output. +e sigmoid
function decides what segment of the cell state will be taken
as the output. +e function takes the cell state and gives
values from −1 to 1, which decide the importance level
(please see equation (5)). Finally, the tanh function is
multiplied by the output of the sigmoid function in equation
(6):

ot � σ Wo · ht−1, xt  + bo( , (5)

ht � ot ∗ tanh Ct( . (6)

+e user location is estimated in the user location
prediction module. Specifically, the user location prediction
module is developed based on interactions between the users
and the items. To estimate the location of a particular user,
the items that the user has interacted with are clustered by
their location.+e largest cluster is then selected as the user’s
estimated location.

For candidate item selection, neural network collabo-
rative filtering that uses supplementary user information
from the user gender prediction and the user location
prediction modules is proposed (Figure 1). +e proposed

neural network takes items’ and users’ information, in-
cluding gender and estimated location, as an input in the
input layer. +is supplementary user information is helpful
to enhance the accuracy of the predicted scores. Following
the input layer, the embedding layer is used to represent
users’ and items’ information as continuous vectors. Em-
bedding helps to indicate syntactic and semantic charac-
teristics of items’ and users’ information as well as capturing
the relationship among them. To convert embedded users’
and items’ information into one dimension, the flattened
layer is applied next. Subsequently, flattened users’ and
items’ information is concentrated together in the con-
centrate layer. To cope with the problem of overfitting, a
dropout regularization method is used in the following
dropout layer [47]. +e dropout layer is followed by several
hidden layers with dropout regularization between them. In
the hidden layers, the model learns interactions between
users’ and items’ latent features. +ese layers contain a
decreasing number of neurons, which is reduced by half
neurons in each hidden layer. In this way, more abstractions
can be learned from the data. Finally, the output layer is
represented by a single fully connected neuron that predicts
the scores that users would give to unknown items. +e
items with predicted scores above the 3.5 threshold are
selected as candidate items for further processing.

3.2. User Long-Term Preferences Profile. Users’ long-term
preferences are extracted from the items’ description attributes
(e.g., business name, business category, business features) and
items’ common characteristic attributes (e.g., opening hours,
location, price). Although the number of description attributes
and common characteristic attributes is relatively small, these
attributes can precisely describe and categorize items and
increase the effectiveness of building the user profiles.

To represent the users’ profiles, the vector space model
(VSM)-based representation was employed as a user model
representation method because it takes into account the
importance of the different attributes in the user profile. In
the vector space model representation, a user profile P is
represented as an n-dimensional vector in which each di-
mension matches a distinct item feature and n is the total
number of these features. +e example of a user profile
represented in a vector space model is illustrated in

Pu � f1, w1( , f2, w2( , . . . , fn, wn(  , (7)

where f stands for the item feature and w indicates the
importance of that feature in the user profile.

In users’ long-term preferences profiles, users’ features
are obtained based on users’ interactions with items. +e
initial weights of users’ features are calculated by the fre-
quency of occurrence during the interaction with items. To
illustrate the process of calculating the initial weights of a
particular user profile, assume that user u1 has interacted
with two items, i1 and i2. +e first item i1 contains the
features f1, f2, whereas the second item i2 contains the
featuresf1,f3, andf4. Based on the user u1 interaction, user
u1 interacted with four features from two items. +e feature
f1 is represented in both the items that the user has
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interacted with, and its initial weight would be set as two.
Whereas with featuresf2,f3, and f4, user u1 only interacted
once; therefore, their initial weights would be set as one.
However, to more accurately reflect the user preferences in
the user profile, the initial feature weight requires an ad-
justment based on the time.

To reflect the user preference changes in a user profile, the
user’s feature weights decrease over time. For this purpose, the
exponential decay function, equation (8), has been applied to
adjust feature weights in the user’s long-term preferences
profile based on the time when the user has interacted with a
particular item. More specifically, the items from the user’s
more recent interactions become more important and have a
greater impact on the user’s long-term preferences profile
than the items from the user’s earlier interactions:

f(t) � e
− αt∗(1− τ)

, (8)

where α controls the decay rate, t is the time parameter, and
the parameter τ determines whether particular users tends to
change their preferences often or not (equation (9)). To
determine the user likeness to change, the similarity between
all the items that a user has interacted with is divided by the
number of such items.+e greater the parameter τ is, the less
particular users tend to change their preferences:

τ �


n
i�1 

n
j�1 sim Ii, Ij  

n
, (9)

where n represents the number of all the items that the user
interacted with.

In addition, as each user changes their preferences with
different velocities, the parameter τ from equation (9) is

calculated for each user, which affects the decay rate of
equation (8).

3.3. User Short-Term Preferences Profile. +e users’ short-
term preferences are obtained from the user reviews to
items. +e user reviews are a type of user-generated content
and are represented in a free text form. All users can freely
express their opinions toward items through reviews, which
may be helpful to understand the reasons behind whether
the users like or dislike a particular item. +us, item features
can be extracted from the users’ reviews. To extract the item
features, all the user reviews toward a particular item have
been aggregated. +ese item features are extracted by using
the n-gram language model algorithm [48]. +e n-gram
language model is a sequence of nwords occurring in a given
text corpus. Moreover, to extract more rich and precise
features without indicating exceedingly rare ones, unigrams,
bigrams, and trigrams have been considered, where n equals
1, 2 and 3, respectively. Finally, the extracted item features
from the aggregated users’ reviews are stored in the item
profiles.

Figure 2 shows the process of obtaining the user-short-
term preference profile from the user reviews. As shown in
the figure, to obtain the user short-term preferences
profile, the user reviews of a particular item are compared
with each extracted feature through the n-gram algorithm
in the item profile. To compare the user reviews with the
item features, the user reviews and the item features are
mapped to vectors of real numbers. To be specific, rep-
resentations from the Embeddings from Language Models
(ELMo) are used to represent the item features and the user
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Figure 1: +e architecture of the neural network.
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reviews in the vectors or the embeddings [49]. By doing so,
syntax and semantics characteristics of items’ and users’
features are modelled to improve the quality of the em-
beddings. More importantly, contextual representation is
considered by which the polysemous features can be
distinguished in the embeddings from Language Models.
Consequently, the similarity between item features and
user reviews can be accurately calculated. After that, the
most similar features are selected for the user short-term
preferences profile.

In addition, a sliding-window algorithm is used to catch
the most recent user preferences. +e sliding-window al-
gorithm usually considers a time-based sliding window or
count-based sliding window [50]. +e former relies on a
user’s interactions with a service from the fixed latest time
interval (latest day, month, year, etc.), whereas the latter
considers a fixed number of the latest user interactions with
a service (latest ten, twenty, fifty, etc. interactions). Con-
sidering that each user interacts with the system differently,
the sliding-window algorithm is primarily used for cap-
turing the latest number of user interactions in the current
study. Please note that based on the empirical measure-
ments, during the process of obtaining the user short-term
preferences profile, only the latest twenty user interactions
are taken into consideration to reduce time complexity,
improve the speed of user modeling, and catch only the
recent preferences. Moreover, to obtain more precise user
short-term preference changes, the user short-term pref-
erences profile is updated dynamically every time the user
interacts with a new item.

3.4. TopPersonal Recommendations. +e selected candidates
are processed by taking the user long-term and short-term
preferences profile into the top personal recommendations.
+e similarity between the user long-term profile attributes
and the item category attributes from the selected candidates
is calculated. +e cosine similarity measure is used to ex-
amine the similarity between the two vectors of an inner
product space. It calculates the cosine of the two vector
angles:

similarity � cos(θ) �
A · B

||A||||B||
�


n
i�1 AiBi������


n
i�1 A

2
i

 ������


n
i�1 B

2
i

 ,

(10)

where Ai and Bi are the components of vectors A and B,
respectively. +e output of similarity ranges from −1 to 1,
where −1 indicates that two vectors are completely opposite,
whereas 1 denotes that two vectors are completely similar to
each other.

+e item candidates that have the highest similarity with
the user long-term preference profile attributes are selected
and sorted in the descending order. After that, the processed
items from the previous step are sorted based on a similarity
score (equation (10)) between the user short-term prefer-
ences profile and the extracted item attributes from the user
reviews. A final list of the top personal recommendations
that considers short-term and long-term preferences is
formed. +e algorithm for the top personal recommenda-
tions is given as Algorithm 1 in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the list of the item candidates is
primarily obtained for a selected user. +e user short-term
and long-term preference profiles are constructed. +e
recommendations data frame, rec-df, is created to store the
recommendation list with the similarity scores. +e simi-
larities, long_sim and short_sim, between the item features
and the user profiles are calculated and stored in the rec-
ommendations data frame. +en, the recommendations are
sorted by the similarity with long-term preference profiles.
+e items with the greatest similarity are selected for further
processing. Finally, the recommendations from the previous
step are sorted by the similarity with short-term preference
profiles. +e final list is formed from the top items from the
recommendations data.

3.5. Top Group Recommendations. +e recommendations
for the group of users are provided by aggregating the
personal recommendations. +e approach of forming the
group recommendations from the personal recommenda-
tions is vital because when the recommendations are made
for every user individually, it allows for catching the indi-
vidual preference changes for each user in the group and
dynamically reflects these changes in the final recommen-
dations. Algorithm 2 in Table 2 is the pseudocode of the top
recommendations for the groups of users.

It should be noted that the list of aggregated recom-
mendations, aggregatedRec, is created first to aggregate all
personal recommendations for every user in the group. +e
top personal recommendations for every user in the group
are provided by using Algorithm 2. After that, the similarity
matrix, all_users_similarity, between all items from aggre-
gated personal recommendations and users in the group is
created. +en, the user profiles for every user in the group
are obtained. +e user profiles are compared with all items
from the aggregated personal recommendations, and their
similarity is stored in the aggregated similarity list. Conse-
quently, every user in the group and their similarity with

Item features

Good service

Italian food
Favorite pasta

Free refills

User review

Good service
Italian food

User preferences

Often go there for lunch.
They have the best Italian
food in town as well as an

excellent service even
during rush hours

Figure 2: +e process of obtaining the user short-term preferences
from user reviews.
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every item are added to the similarity matrix all_users_si-
milarity. +e average similarity between the users and every
item in the similarity matrix is then calculated. Finally, the
items are sorted by the average similarity in the descending
order, and the final top items are selected for the recom-
mendations to the group of users. It should be mentioned
that Algorithm 2 can provide top recommendations for any
number of users in the group.

4. Experimental Study

In this section, an experimental study is conducted to evaluate
the performance of our proposed time-aware hybrid ap-
proach for individual and group recommendations. +is
proposed approach is measured by providing the top 5, 10,
and 20 recommendations for individuals as well as groups of

users in the business sector (e.g., restaurants, local services,
hotels and entertainment facilities recommendations).

4.1. Datasets. +e Yelp dataset is used in this study. +e
dataset contains business data and user data [51]. Business
data include precise business information, such as city, state,
latitude and longitude, stars, review count, business attri-
butes, business open hours, and categories. User data
contain rich information, such as user friend mapping, user
name, user ID, number of reviews, average given stars,
review data, and registration date (please see the examples in
Tables 3 and 4). Initially, the dataset contained 6,685,900
reviews of 192,609 businesses. However, to better capture the
users’ preference changes at different time points, the dataset
was further refined and data were reselected, retaining the

Table 1: +e process to generate top personal recommendations.

Algorithm 1: top personal recommendations
Input: one_user, date, top_n
Output: List of recommended items
1 Create candidates� []
2 candidates� item candidates for one_user
3 long-term profile�Obtain long-term user preferences profile (one_user, date)
4 short-term profile�Obtain short-term user preferences (one_user, date)
5 Create rec_df data frame
6 for every item in candidate list do
7 long_sim�Calculate similarity (long-term profile, item description attributes) with equation (11)
8 short_sim�Calculate similarity (short-term profile, item attributes from reviews) with equation (11)
9 rec_df� append with long_sim, short_sim
10 end
11 final_rec� sort by long_sim
12 Select items with greatest long_sim in final_rec
13 final_rec� sort by short_sim
14 final_list� first top_n items from final_rec

Table 2: +e process to generate top group recommendations.

Algorithm 2: top group recommendations
Input: List of users, date, top_n
Output: Final list of recommended items
1 Create aggregatedRec� []
2 for every user in the list of users do
3 personalRec� provide personal recommendations for selected user using alg. 1
4 aggregatedRec� append aggregatedRec by personalRec
5 end
6 Create all_users_similarity matrix
7 for every user in the list of users do
8 one_user� selected one user
9 user_profile� create user profile (one_user, date)
10 Create aggregatedSimilarity� []
11 for every item in aggregatedRec do
12 similarity� similarity between user_profile and selected item from aggregatedRec
13 aggregatedSimilarity� append aggregatedRec by similarity
14 end
15 all_users_similarity� insert selected user and aggregatedSimilarity
16 end
17 Calculate the average similarity in all_users_similarity
18 Sort values by average similarity in all_users_similarity
19 final� first top_n items from all_users_similarity
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most active users and yielding a final 313,261 user reviews of
78,138 businesses. +is dataset is split into two parts: a
training set that contains 70% of the data and a test set that
covers 30% of the data.

In addition, to train the LSTM recurrent neural network
in the user gender prediction module, the National Data that
depict the frequency of individuals’ given names in the
United States with an associated social security number are
used in this study [52]. +e data are based on social security
records on March 3, 2019, and contain the records of given
names for more than a hundred years. In total, the data
include 98,399 unique names. +e data cover the fields of
name, gender, and the frequency of a name. +is dataset is
divided into the training, testing, and validation sets
according to proportions of 60%, 20%, and 20%,
respectively.

4.2.6eUserChangesPreferences Example. +e users change
their preferences at different rates. Here, an example is
provided to illustrate how user preferences changes over a
long period of time based on the user long-term preference
profiles (from 2013 to 2019). Two users and one item were
selected randomly from the Yelp dataset. Changes in the
users’ preferences can be clearly identified by measuring the
similarity between the users’ preferences and an item’s
features throughout a period of time. +e similarity values
with high discrepancy indicate that the users tend to change
their preferences more frequently and dramatically. +e
similarity between users’ long-term preference profiles and
the selected item is measured by equation (11) throughout
the selected period. Figure 3 shows the preference changes of
two users toward the same item. It can be seen that a sig-
nificant difference in preferences from 2013 to 2019 is found
for both users. Moreover, the two users tend to change their
preferences at different rates. More specifically, it seems that
one user has more stable preferences over a certain period,
whereas the preferences of another user change more fre-
quently and dramatically. +ese findings further confirm
that the rate of users’ preference changes differs, and it
should be addressed in the recommendation process for the
individuals and the groups of users.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed recommendation approach, a variety of evaluation
metrics, including precision, recall, novelty, and diversity
metrics, are used in the study. By focusing on these metrics,
it can comparatively highlight the efficiency of the evalua-
tion. All evaluation metrics are applied at a top k rank, where
only the top k results in the recommendation list are con-
sidered. Precision and recall evaluation metrics are repre-
sented in equations (11) and (12), respectively:

P@k �
1

|U|

u∈U

Pu@k, Pu@k �
Tu@k

k
, (11)

R@k �
1

|U|

u∈U

Ru@k, Ru@k �
Tu@k

Nu

, (12)

where k is the length of the recommendation list; in the
experimental studies, k corresponds to 5, 10, and 20. U is the
set of users in the set, Pu@k is the precision at k for a given
user u, Ru@k is the recall at k for a given user u, Tu@k is the
number of the user’s target items that the user likes in the
recommendation list, and Nu is the total number of the
user’s target items in the test set.

+e novelty metric defines how unfamiliar and sur-
prising recommended items are to a particular user [13] (see
equation (13)). To measure the item’s novelty, its probability
is defined as a function of the item’s rank for all the users.
+erefore, the novelty for all the items in the recommen-
dation list is defined as the average popularity rank:

N � 
i∈R

log2Pi

n
, (13)

where R is the list of top recommendations provided for a
given user, and n stands for the number of provided
recommendations.

+e diversity metric stands for the average dissimilarity
score between every possible pair of recommended items for
a particular user (please refer to equation (14)). It denotes the
level of difference between the recommended items:
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2015 2017 20192013
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Figure 3: User changing similarity with an item throughout time.

Table 3: Review data.

Review User Business Stars Date Text_review
345 633 43 5 2016-05-28 Lester’s is located . . .

124 752 321 4 2018-03-15 Love coming here
. . .

5322 23 1873 4 2017-02-21 Had their
chocolate. . .

Table 4: User data.

User Name Review count Registration date Average stars
5 Kenny 531 2011-08-10 3.75
342 Eric 426 2014-01-15 4.16
834 Stan 391 2015-04-29 4.26
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D �


n
i�1 

n
j�1 1 − Si,j 

(n/2)∗ (n − 1)
, (14)

where S is the similarity score between every possible pair of
recommended items, and n represents the number of rec-
ommendations for a given user.+e similarity score between
two items is calculated by using the cosine similarity
measure (as presented in equation (10)). A higher similarity
score among recommended items indicates a low level of
diversity.

4.4. Personal Recommendations Evaluation Design. To ex-
amine the effectiveness of our proposed approach to user
preference changes, top personal recommendations are
provided at two time points (T1 and T2). As long-term
preferences tend to change slowly over time, the effects of the
user preference changes could be more obvious over a long
time interval. On that premise, the two-year time interval
was chosen between T1 and T2, which represent the date of
11-11-2017 (T1) and the date of 11-11-2019 (T2), respec-
tively, where T2 is the date on which the updated dataset was
obtained. +e recommendation performance is evaluated by
precision, recall, novelty, and diversity. Moreover, the results
of the top personal recommendations are compared with a
set of baseline algorithms, including the K-nearest neighbors
algorithm (K-NN) [53], K-means clustering algorithm [54],
co-clustering [55], nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF)
[56], and singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm
[57].

4.5.GroupRecommendations EvaluationDesign. To conduct
the evaluation of our group recommendation approach,
recommendations are provided for groups with different
numbers of users, including small, medium, and large
groups. Small, medium, and large groups contain 3, 6, and 12
users, respectively. For every group size, 100 groups are
randomly generated from the dataset. In total, 300 groups
containing 2100 users are used for group recommendation
evaluation.

+e proposed group recommendation approach is
compared with different group recommendation ap-
proaches, including the average, the least misery, and the
most pleasure approaches based on the neural collaborative
filtering algorithm [46]. +e neural collaborative filtering
average approach (average-nnmf) considers the opinion of
every user in the group equally and takes into account the
average of predicted ratings for each user in the group for a
particular item and employs it for the group predictions for
that item. +e neural collaborative filtering least misery
approach (lm-nnmf) attempts to minimize the misery for
the users in the group. +e main idea is that the group is as
satisfied with the predictions as the least satisfied user in the
group. In this approach, the predictions for a group cor-
respond to the minimum of the predicted rating of each user
in the group for a particular item. Finally, neural collabo-
rative filtering of the most pleasure approach (mp-nnmf)
takes into consideration the items that one user in the group

likes the most but does not take into account other user
preferences in the group. +e predictions of a group cor-
respond to the maximum of the predicted rating of each user
in the group for a particular item.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Results of Top Personal Recommendations. Figure 4 de-
picts the results of the top 5, 10, and 20 personal recom-
mendations in terms of precision. Overall, the proposed
approach has higher scores at both T1 and T2, which shows
that our proposed approach has better performance in pre-
cision than the other algorithms. It implies that the proposed
approach could identify and provide more relevant items for
users. Furthermore, it can be seen that there is a difference in
recommendation performance between T1 and T2. More
specifically, the performance of the proposed approach at T1
reaches 0.8683, 0.8492, and 0.8331 at the top 5, 10, and 20
recommendations, respectively. Our proposed approach at T2
shows a better performance, reaching 0.8723, 0.8521, and
0.8340 for the top 5, 10 and, 20 recommendations, respec-
tively. +is difference may indicate that preferences in users’
profiles were constantly changing and, as a result, had dif-
ferent weights at T1 and T2. +ese changes at both the time
points have been captured by our proposed approach. +is
implies that changes in the user preferences can moderately
affect the recommendation performance, especially in pre-
cision. In addition, it is interesting to see that the performance
of the proposed approach gradually declines from the top 5 to
20 recommendations throughout T1 and T2. A possible ex-
planation may be that the increasing number of recom-
mendations may have more irrelevant (or false positive)
items, which in turn decreases the recommendation precision.

Moreover, the results of the recommendation perfor-
mance regarding the recall are shown in Figure 5. As pre-
sented in the figure, among the measure approaches, the
performance of our proposed approach at both the time
points is placed on the top, showing a better recommen-
dation performance. More specifically, the proposed ap-
proach has a higher proportion of relevant items in top 5, 10,
and 20 recommendations. However, it is worth noting that
the performance at T1 is very close to the performance at T2.
A possible explanation is that the percentage of relevant
(true-positive) candidate items remains stable at different
time points. +is may have occurred because the changes in
the user preferences have small effects on recall perfor-
mance. Surprisingly, the results indicate that the perfor-
mance at T1 is better than the performance at T2. Such
results are not consistent with the findings of the precision,
showing that the recommendation at T2 has a better per-
formance than T1. +is may be attributed to a consequence
of the precision-recall tradeoff, where the increases of one
metric (precision or recall) can lead to the decreases of
another, and vice versa. Our results also show that the
performance in terms of the recall increases gradually from
the top 5 to top 20 recommendations at both T1 and T2.+is
may suggest that a positive correlation exists between the
proportion of relevant (or true positive) items and the
number of recommendations.
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Regarding the results of the recommendation perfor-
mance in terms of the novelty (see Figure 6), overall, the
results show that the proposed approach has a better per-
formance than the other algorithms. However, it is worth
noting that the performance of the proposed approach at T2
slightly underperforms the K-NN and co-clustering algo-
rithms at the top 10 recommendations. +is may be in-
dicative of the user preferences that have stabilized at T2,
which leads to a lower level of performance regarding
novelty. Moreover, performance differences in aspects of
novelty are found between T1 and T2. Such differences are
reflected by the changes of user profiles and features’
weights, showing that the performance of novelty is greatly
influenced by changes in user preferences.

Figure 7 presents the recommendation performance of
the diversity at the top 5, 10, and 20 personal recommen-
dations. As expected, the results show that the proposed
approach has better performance in terms of the diversity

among all measure approaches. It implies that the items
recommended by the proposed approach are more diverse
and dissimilar. Furthermore, it is notable that there are
significant differences in the recommendation performance
between T1 and T2. Specifically, the diversity of the proposed
approach achieves 1.8038, 1.7823, and 1.7710 at the top 5, 10
,and 20 recommendations at T1, respectively. +e perfor-
mance at T2 reaches 1.7938 at the top 5, 1.7743 at the top 10,
and 1.755 at the top 20 recommendations, which is lower
than the performance at T1. It can be explained that the
recommendation performance of the diversity might be
influenced by the users with the less preference changes at
T2. Such performance differences further support our
previous findings that the weights of the preferences in users’
profiles are distinct at T1 and T2. Moreover, such results
show that the diversity metric can be more affected by user
preference changes. In addition, it is interesting to note that
the performance of the diversity decreases from the top 5 to
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Figure 5: Recall at (k) where k� 5, 10 and 20.
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the top 20 recommendations at both T1 and T2. Such a
finding can be explained by considering that the more the
items are recommended, the fewer the dissimilarities that
can be found.

Furthermore, the average performance of each mea-
surement approach in terms of the precision, recall, novelty,
and diversity metrics is shown in Table 5. +e results show
that the scores for the proposed approach are higher than
other approaches in each metric, indicating that the pro-
posed approach has a better average performance (high-
lighted in bold in the table). Such results confirm that better
performance in terms of precision, novelty, and diversity can
increase overall performance. In addition, the average
performance between T1 and T2 shows the differences in
terms of precision, novelty, and diversity. +is implies that
the recommendation performance is affected by the time
differently, which in turn notes the importance of users’
preference changes. +ese findings suggest that capturing

users’ preference changes can not only make precision
improvements but also enhance the novelty and the diversity
of the recommendations. At this point, our proposed ap-
proach is useful for efficiently providing recommendations
to the users who either continuously change their prefer-
ences or keep stable preferences.

5.2. Results of the Top Group Recommendations. +e results
of the group recommendations in terms of the precision
among the small, medium, and large groups are presented in
Figure 8. Overall, the results show that the proposed ap-
proach outperforms other approaches within all three types
of group recommendations. It shows that more relevant
items are recommended by the proposed approach than
other approaches within the small, medium, and large
groups of users. Regarding the performance of the proposed
approach, the results show that a better performance is
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achieved by the medium group. +e large group places next,
and the small group performs worse.+ismay have occurred
because the distribution of the preferences among the users
of the medium groups is relatively low, whereas users in the
small and the large groups have a high level of preference
distribution. Such a low distribution in medium groups
indicates that the users have similar preferences, and the
proposed approach could better identify relevant items for
groups and consequently achieve better precision perfor-
mance. Moreover, it shows that the number of users in the
groups has an impact on the precision performance within
the three groups. +is increasing number of users in a group

may challenge the precision of recommendation. In addi-
tion, it is interesting to note that the precision of the top
group recommendations remains stable from the top 5 to the
top 20 recommendations among all the three types of
groups. +is indicates that the increasing number of rec-
ommendations does not affect the ratio of irrelevant items,
which leads to stable performance of the precision.

Figure 9 depicts the recommendations performance in
terms of the recall among the three groups of users. As
shown in the figure, overall, the proposed approach achieves
better recommendation performance than other approaches
among the three groups. It seems that the proposed
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Figure 8: Precision of the three types of group recommendations’ evaluation.

Table 5: Average precision, recall, novelty, and diversity.

Precision Recall Novelty Diversity
Co-clustering 0.8276 0.1622 13.3255 1.7647
KNN basic 0.7959 0.1676 13.3268 1.7552
KNN with means 0.8181 0.1626 13.3496 1.7607
NMF 0.8212 0.1581 12.0314 1.7024
SVD 0.7939 0.1597 11.0111 1.6705
Proposed approach (T1) 0.8501 0.1729 13.7935 1.7877
Proposed approach (T2) 0.8522 0.1709 13.5268 1.7744
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approach provides the higher percentage of relevant (true-
positive) items among all the groups. However, it is inter-
esting to see that in large groups, the proposed approach
slightly underperforms the mp-nnmf approach at the top 10
recommendations. +is may have occurred because the
proposed approach inaccurately identified irrelevant items
for the large groups of users at the top 10 recommendations
due to a high level of preference distribution among users in
the large group. Consequently, the rate of relevant (true-
positive) items decreased, leading to the lower performance
of the recall. Moreover, it can be noted that in the proposed
approach, the results of the recall within the three groups are
fairly close to each other. Such results indicate that the users
in the different groups may have small effects on the rec-
ommendation performance of the recall. In addition, the
results show that the performance of the recall within each
group has a significant increase from the top 5 to the top 20
recommendations. +is may imply that the increasing
number of recommendations may have more relevant (or
true positive) items, which increases the recommendation
recall.

Figure 10 shows the performance results of the novelty at
the top 5, 10, and 20 recommendations among the small,
medium, and large groups. As expected, it seems clear that
the proposed approach outperforms other approaches
among all groups. Moreover, the results reveal that the
novelty in small and medium group recommendations
follows the same pattern in which the performance decreases
gradually from the top 5 to the top 20 recommendations.
Such a decrease can possibly be explained by the fact that the
more items are recommended, the more high-ranked items
are included in recommendations. Nonetheless, for the large
groups, the novelty decreases steadily from the top 5 to the
top 10 recommendations with a sudden increase from the
top 10 to the top 20 recommendations. A possible expla-
nation of such a fluctuation lies in the distribution of
preferences among the users in the groups.+is supports our
previous findings and proves that large groups contain users
with widely differing preferences that affect recommenda-
tion outcomes in novelty. Furthermore, the values of the
results show a high discrepancy among small, medium, and
large groups. +is discrepancy can be caused by the size of
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the user groups. +us, the number users in a group could
significantly affect the performance of the novelty.

Furthermore, the performance results of the diversity at
the top 5, 10, and 20 recommendations among the three
groups are shown in Figure 11. It is clear that the proposed
approach shows better performance than other approaches
in small, medium, and large groups. In particular, the di-
versity of recommendations for the small groups reaches
1.095, 1.232, and 1.382 for the top 5, 10, and 20 recom-
mendations, respectively. In the medium groups, it achieves
0.979 for the top 5, 1.086 for the top 10, and 1.204 for the top
20 recommendations. A similar increasing trend can be seen
in the large group recommendations, which hit 0.931, 1.025,
and 1.112 for the top 5, 10, and 20 recommendations, re-
spectively. Moreover, the results show that the performance
of the diversity increases from the top 5 to the top 20
recommendations among all the three types of groups. +is
can possibly be explained by the fact that the more items are
recommended, the more dissimilarities are found among
recommended items. However, a negative correlation be-
tween the number of users in the group and diversity
performance is found in the results. It may be explained by

the distribution of users’ preferences in the different groups.
As there is an increase of users in the groups, more users may
share interchangeable preferences. Accordingly, the simi-
larity among recommended items rises and consequently
influences the performance of diversity.

Finally, the average performance of precision, recall,
novelty, and diversity in the small, medium, and large
groups is presented in Table 6.+e results are consistent with
our previous findings showing that the performance of the
proposed approach is better than other approaches in all
evaluation metrics among the different sizes of group rec-
ommendations. Moreover, the results show that there are
differences in performance among small, medium, and large
groups. Specifically, the performance of recall shows small
differences of results among small, medium, and large
groups, which implies that users in groups only have a slight
impact on the recommendation performance in recall.
However, the differences in the results in precision, novelty,
and diversity among all the three groups are relatively high,
which implies that the users have a considerable impact on
the recommendation performance. +ese findings show that
considering the users in groups could enhance the overall
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recommendation performance and provide not only precise
but also novel and diverse group recommendations.

6. Conclusion

+e recommendation systems work as a filtering service to
fight against information overload, which is increasingly

drawing the attention of the practitioners and the academics.
Evidence from previous studies indicates that there is a need
to develop an efficient recommendation approach to offer
precise positioning of information targets and facilitate
resource utilization not only for individuals but also for the
groups of users. In particular, there is a need to address time
awareness, which can be more in line with user preference
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Figure 11: Diversity of the three types of group recommendations’ evaluation.

Table 6: Average precision, recall, novelty, and diversity.

Precision Recall Novelty Diversity

Small groups

Average-nnmf 0.7813 0.1982 11.3706 1.1895
Lm-nnmf 0.7731 0.1642 11.1478 1.1066
Mp-nnmf 0.7804 0.1755 11.2481 1.1604

Proposed approach 0.8152 0.2127 11.5811 1.2367

Medium groups

Average-nnmf 0.8161 0.1892 11.3686 1.0529
Lm-nnmf 0.7801 0.1555 11.3621 1.0576
Mp-nnmf 0.8063 0.1599 11.3774 1.0686

Proposed approach 0.8421 0.2051 11.3997 1.0904

Large groups

Average-nnmf 0.7988 0.1949 11.3481 1.0029
Lm-nnmf 0.7846 0.1707 11.3013 0.9852
Mp-nnmf 0.7888 0.1818 11.3185 0.9990

Proposed approach 0.8221 0.2128 11.4121 1.0231
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changes to enable the improvement of recommendation
performance. +erefore, this study aims to address user
preference changes through a certain period of time to
develop a hybrid recommendation approach that provides
recommendations for both the individuals and the groups of
users. More specifically, the following research questions are
investigated: (1) What are the effects of the user preferences
changes on the individual user and group recommenda-
tions? and (2) How do user groups affect the precision, recall,
novelty, and diversity of group recommendations? To an-
swer these questions, our proposed approach integrates
neural collaborative filtering with a content-based method
for individual recommendations, and the personal recom-
mendation aggregation method is employed for group
recommendations.

+e results are summarized in the following aspects.
First, the overall results show that the proposed approach
achieves better performance than other algorithms, in-
cluding K-NN, K-means, co-clustering, NMF, and SVD in
personal recommendations and average-nnmf average-
nnmf, mp-nnmf in group recommendations. Such results
further confirm the validation of our proposed approach for
individual and group recommendations. Second, the dif-
ferences in the recommendation performance in aspects of
precision, recall, novelty, and diversity between T1 and T2
are found in the study. +is may imply that users’ dynamic
preference changes through time can be well captured in
users’ profiles by our proposed approach. Moreover, the
results indicate that the changes in user preferences over
time have a great impact on recommendation performance.
+ese findings provide evidence that addressing user pref-
erence changes over time improves user modeling and
consequently increases recommendation performance.
+ird, the results of the group recommendation evaluation
demonstrate that the performance of precision, recall,
novelty, and diversity differs among the small, medium, and
large groups of users. +ese findings reveal that the number
of users in groups has a considerable impact on the efficiency
and effectiveness of group recommendation performance.

+is study contributes to recommendation systems re-
search by developing a time-aware hybrid recommendation
approach to offer recommendations for both the individual
and the group users. Furthermore, investigating the link
between the user changing preferences over time and the
user profiles provides deep insights into building more ef-
fective and precise user profiles that could improve the
recommendation performance. +e proposed approach
would be helpful for developers to increase their under-
standing of capturing the user dynamic preference changes
in the user profiles as well as strengthening the knowledge of
the user profile modeling for both the personal and the
group recommendations. In addition, our study can also
help scholars broaden their knowledge of recommendation
evaluation by focusing on multiple metrics, including pre-
cision, recall, novelty, and diversity, thereby providing
deeper insights into measuring the efficiency of the rec-
ommendation systems.

+is study has some limitations. For example, the
proposed approach only considers users’ positive feedback

in the user modeling without addressing the negative
feedback, whichmay limit the modeling user profiles and the
recommendation performance. Further study can address
both positive and negative feedback to obtain more com-
prehensive users’ preferences to improve the user profiles.
Furthermore, the proposed approach is limited by neglecting
the social relationships among the users in the group, which
may affect group satisfaction and the quality of group
recommendations [58]. Future work can extend the study of
the relations among the users in the group, including friends,
colleagues, relatives, or strangers. +e results will be bene-
ficial for optimizing and improving the group
recommendations.
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